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摘  要 
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In the Mystery novels of the Six Dynasties, goblin, ghost, fairy, alien’s bodies’ description is 
one of the prominent characteristics. This writing has the influence of the description of the 
previous works, and its new change is related to the social atmosphere and the spread of religion. 
In the Mystery novels, full of heterogeneous body imagination, After years of practice, animals 
can change its body to human figure, the body can be regained in some way after death, 
supernatural being has the body that never grow old nor die. These assumptions about the shape 
of the human body and the imagination of a different world, On the one hand, people is afraid 
that these aliens may harm human and damage the order of society; on the other hand, people 
also long for their long lives. The struggle between idealism and rationalism impel the 
secularization and interest. Whether it is the imagination of animals, ghosts or gods，after all 
the reasons, from the anxiety for critically ill. This anxiety, reflected in the novels, manifested 
in the envy of long life. 
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